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Course Outline for the theory of Sound-Effect Production Seminar
----------The 1st Semester of 2007                 --H. C. Kao--

1. The Introduction to all of the audio media and its classifications in the 
film.
In this period, please select one of your film completed earlier and redone
the sound tracks in the studio hours in the format of Stereo.
Analysis of Forward Ground, Middle Ground and Back Ground materials.
In search of their balance, Overlapping and interaction. Attention to their
frequencies’ divisions. Knowing about the different polar patterns of the 
mics.
Hopefully, we will be able to support you both the shut-gun microphone and
radio wireless microphone for the Digital Video Camera production.
Technical Terms: PCM. Mega-bite. Audio CD. MP3. Analoge /Digital. DAT.
Wave file. Audio-Video Interleave file. Pre-Amplifier. P. A. EQ. Effects. 
Pan.

2. The Application of Cakewalk 9.0 Version’s Bundle Tracks to complete the
sound tracks for your film. Insert the Audio (All of the wave files collected
by you and your team) and Insert the Video (AV file of your film) with sync.
In this period, it’s good for you to know something about the music and MIDI.
Attention to the functions and classifications of music, their culture’s 
differ-
ences, emotional response, temple, rhythm and the musical phrases to attach 
the rhythm of your film. Also knows about the Midi Message and its content.
The Midi files can be downloaded and modified for your film but be aware of
the Copy Right Protection. The Classifications of Music Library will be 
intro-
duced in the class. And some special S.E. FX will also be introduced 
(Sample.)

--------------------------------------------Mid Term-------------------------
-------------------
P.S. Please hand out your paper for the sound tracks designed and working
records at this time for your score. (The format of the paper will be 
taught.)

(P.1)

3. The AC-3 sound tracks design for your new project.
In the 2nd semester, the commercial audio format for the film “AC-3” will
be adopted. What is AC-3? We will starts with “The Symphonic Dance in
AC-3 with Video” By this time, the class will provide you some of the video
sources for your practice. It’s good to choose from some theatrical trailers
from DVD or even some segments from Video Games (SONY PS-2?) as
long as they are good to demonstrate the AC-3 effects for your projects!
Of course you have freedom to choose your own video source with your
interests. Despite of the AV effects created from the films to astonish the
audiences, we would also like to know something about the art of the film.
What to cause a good movie to inspire people? So the values of the film will
be lasted for a long period of time. That’s humanity. What kind of script we
should choose or to write to fit our culture and our time? The analysis of 
the
film (Including its sound tracks) is important. There are some earlier film 
done
by some oriental masters are waiting for you in the class.

Some technical devices (Hard ware and Soft wares) provided in the studio:
a. For the D. V. Tape Audio --- Yamaha 2408. Sound Blaster － Wave Lab.－
Wave Files – Stores in “D” in the computer.



b. For the portable MD or DAT audio sources (Same procedure as above)
c. For the Audio CD (either music or N.S. or S.E.)－ Wave Lab. － Wave files.
d. For the Midi files in case, --MIDI－ SW-1000－Sound Blaster－Cakewalk
9.0－Explore to wave files. (Check with T. A. s)
e. For the other files of audio format (eg: MP3), not recommended for the
sake of quality and copyrights.
f. All of the video sources can be transferred to D. V. ---D. V. Raptor－AV
Files. (LD, DVD.S-VHS.. VCD is not desired for the quality, Unless---)
g. For the AC-3 production, “NUENDO” software will be ready for you.
h. For the demonstration for AC-3, the computer is linked with Yamaha O2R,
paralleled with DVD player with 5.1 P. A. System.
i. D. V. Camera for shooting and recording the sound.
j. Panasonic linear editing work station (2 to 1) with digital video-
effector.
(Check with T. A.)
k. “Premier” for Non-Linear Editing. (Also check with T. A.)
l. Other audio sources possibly provided by your teacher.       (P.2


